Baker Bathroom Variance Status

Pilot tracking in process with Baker staff and residents.

Julia Mohlala will be leading the data collection process with the Baker staff and residents.

Restroom Variances for Main Campus

Variances are being submitted for multi-stall restrooms in the following buildings: SUB, Morill, Hasbrouck, Machmer, FAC, Goodell, & Berkshire. Marty requested letters of support similar to the Baker Variance. Genny will connect with CEPA, Clare will work with the SGA leadership, Michelle will work on a Chancellor and VC letter.

Plumbing Code Change Advocacy

Group explored options for next step, ongoing questions and work needed before next meeting:

1. We need to identify what we are asking for in a new code
2. Contact Chris Dunn and discuss UMass role in making a request or supporting a request
3. What are other UMass campuses doing? Should SGAs unite?

Gender Inclusive Restrooms and Bathrooms Training

Moodle is ready, will need some maintenance and small update over January break

Changing Rooms on Campus

Completed a tour on 10/10, next steps? – No action

Spring Semester Meetings

- Thursday, February 1, 2:30-3:30, 319 Whitmore
- Thursday, March 22, 2:30-3:30, 319 Whitmore
- Thursday, April 26, 2:30-3:30, 319 Whitmore